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In Special Relativity (Einstein’s postulation, 1905), “light in
vacuum propagates with the speed c (a fixed constant,
independent of direction) in at least one system of inertial
coordinates (the "stationary system"), regardless of the state of
motion of the light source.” The relative velocities are also
constant [2]. Because of the constant velocity relative to the
speed c in stationary system, Doppler Effect has Einsteinian and
Newtonian Equation based on imaginary thinking, the
propagation of light/radio signal as a circular shape. The two
equations separately present two different single frequency shift
values from the speed c of the stationary system [6]. The single
speed relative to speed c in stationary system logically, correctly
has the single frequency shift value! However neither speed c of
stationary system nor relative velocity has any effective
measurement report. The contradiction of Doppler Effect to
modern radio signal data will be showed in Method Section of
this report. The acceleration of Lorentz transformation in
4-dimension spacetime in relativistic theory does not exist
because no global radio frequency shift pattern (i.e. the same
standard cell phone services in the world) has been found
consistently to any spacetime-associated movement [9].
Therefore the radio communication data overturns the
imaginary prediction of Special Relativity.

The fast and slow fading of radio signal transmissions or laser
beam itself and its spare light confirm the presence of two kinds
of collisions --- electron-photon and photon-photon collision.
Photon transmissions of radio signals are either in consecutive
dense photon groups in slow fading process or widespread
group pattern in fast fading form. The photon transmission
shapes are irregular and dynamical changes. The radio
frequency shift and the wavelength reduction by the calculation
demonstrate decelerations of radio/light transmission speeds due
to the gradual reduced distance between two consecutive photon
groups along the transmission pathway. Photons from radio
signals are able to affect electron movements in radio signal
receiving process and electrons able to kick photons into space
during radio signal emission. The pattern of free electron
movement under the influence of local electromagnetic force in
antenna is consistent with the randomly dynamic changes of
radio signal in space. The fast fading is due to the collision of
consecutive photon groups of signals in slow fading with free
photons in space. The mathematical equation for the
relationship between light/radio transmission speeds before and
after photons collisions is established. The equation is
confirmed by the calculations of well-known difference of light
transmission speeds in different media. The gravities from Earth
and Sun play little role during light/radio transmission.

The measurement of average light speed has been attempted for
many times, including 2.2 x 108 m/s (meter/second) by Ole
Rømer (1676, Denmark) [13], 3.01 x 108 m/s by James Bradley
(1728, England) [14], 3.15 x 108 m/s (laser beam) by Hippolyte
Fizeau (1849, French) [15] and so on. The variation of speed
values has been considered as inaccurate measurement due to
Einstein’s theory, invariable light speed [1, 2, 12]. However
different average transmission speeds in literature before 1900
could be due to the different transmission path divided by the
different time.
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Introduction
Einstein’s “invariable light speed” was based solely on his
visual perception without any effective physical basis. Since the
human visual perception of the motion is only 40 milliseconds
(ms) for continuous frame (e.g. movies using film strip) [1, 2, 3,
4], it was impossible for Einstein to detect any motion changes
beyond the human limitation (e.g. changes within 10-9 second).
In addition, mechanical time recording devices of a century ago
were only in the sensitive range of hundred ms (the limitation of
mainsprings) [5]. Therefore people in 100 years ago were
unable to see or measure changes in light speed by the naked
eyes or devices. Einstein’s major error in 1905 was the
ignorance of limitations of human eyes [1, 2]. The agreement
about the speed of light signal for all the observers in the
relative motion is not meaningful if there is no way to tell the
difference of light speed changes.

There are many models for radio/light transmission. Regardless
of which model it is, the critical mistake is without any effective
mechanism of deceleration of photon transmission in space.
That is contradictory to radio signal frequency shift data. Here
are the discussions for those models.
Significance: The distance between two consecutive photon
groups is gradually reduced along the transmission path,
indicating a deceleration process of radio signal. The
deceleration in radio signal transmission is due to
photon-photon collision. Electron-photon and photon-photon
collision separately play the role in slow and fast fading process
respectively in radio signal transmission. The shape of photon
transmission is dynamically, irregularly changed with the time.

Einstein derived his formula, E = mc2, based upon two
postulates: “1) the laws of physics are invariant in all inertial
systems; 2) the speed of light in a vacuum is the same for all
observers, regardless of the motion of the light source” [1, 2].
The second point, the speed of light, did not have an effective
basis in physics, as described in the previous paragraph.
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Wave model off radio/light trannsmission mistaakes the behaviior of
electrons and pphotons purely in term of electtron wave funcctions
because of ellectron wave function
f
witho
out frequency shift
properties in rreal photon trannsmission [7, 8,
8 22, 23, 24]. The
electron wavess for CD disk reading by Wav
ve Model is acttually
from electroniic oscillator beecause the freq
quency of elecctron
waves in circuit is different from
fr
that of laser, thus it is noot the
behavior of electron and photons. It is fundamenntally
contradictory tto the real situaation of frequen
ncy shifts in phhoton
transmission [77, 8]. There is no
n logic connection of the vibrration
rate of atoms to the light frequency
fr
in ph
hoton transmisssion.
Therefore wavee only model iss completely excluded.

the right
r
side of Fig
gure 1. To use tthe frequency shift
s
data here, it
i
is arrgued if the ch
hanges of radioo signal period
ds (measured inn
seco
onds) from the real data ccan represent its wavelengthh
chan
nges (physicall distance bettween photon groups). The
argu
ument will be proved
p
in Calcculation Section
n. The physicaal
distaance changes between two consecutive photon groupps
indicate speed diffference of the two photon groups,
g
thus the
speeeds of entire ph
hoton groups aalong its transm
mission path are
diffeerent from one another, indicaating that invariabe light speedd
is ov
verturned. Becaause acceleratioons of light/rad
dio transmissionn
in space
s
are contradictory to thhe observation
n of diminishedd
flash
hlight or radio
o signal along their transmisssion paths, the
deceeleration is the only choice forr the light/radio
o transmission inn
spacce.

Particle only m
model for light transmission
t
go
ot its evidence from
the diffraction of x-rays by a crystal
c
[25]. Ho
owever the apprroach
is the same opptic methods in principle as th
hat used for parrticle
side in particle-wave dualism model. The op
ptic approaches have
no way to observe frequencyy shifts in radio
o/light transmisssion,
thus there is nno practical appplication for the constructioon of
photon transmiission model. The
T particle-waave dualism is also
impossible. The issues will bee proved in Metthod.
Another differeence between Collision
C
Mechaanism and Quanntum
is the issue of the source of photons.
p
In Quaantum, the emi ssion
of photon is ppostulated duee to the release of photons from
electrons durinng the energy level change (electron
(
transiition)
[26, 27]. The hypothesis is based on the spectrum
s
of viisible
light or slight
htly beyond thhe visible ligh
ht range, whicch is
generated by a tube that is filled with hydrog
gen gas and appplied
with high volttage of electriccity [28, 29] (see
(
explanatioon in
Discussion). T
The absence of the measurement of the Disttance
between Electrron and Nucleuus (DEN) in the hypothesis leaads to
un-effective poostulation and the worthless correlation off the
wavelength off hydrogen lighht spectrum to DEN. In addiition,
free electron itself with high potential
p
stage (e.g. direct volltage)
in circuit boardd does not emiit photons of raadio signals or light
when electric potential dropps to low staage, indicatingg the
absence of elecctron transition in Quantum. In
n this report, it iis for
the first time to have a meechanism with accurate frequuency
measurements of photons and electrons, resulting iin a
conclusion of tthat the collision of electrons with
w photons arre the
only choice forr the light emisssion.

Figu
ure 1 Legend．The Compariison of Einstein’s theory with
h
Rad
dio Communication Data in C
Collision Mech
hanism
The picture on thee left representts Einstein’s th
heory. The radioo
wav
ve on the right side is plottedd symbolically from the radioo
freq
quency shift data [figure 1 andd 2 in ref. 7; figure
f
3 and 4 inn
ref. 8, and 22 respeectively]. The w
wavelength chaanges is verifiedd
in Calculation
C
Secttion. The photonn’s speeds are Va>…> Ve > Vf.
The dished line meeans that photoons adjacent to the high-energyy
statee photons remain intact by Col
ollision Mechan
nism. The digitaal
com
mmunication datta (in Discussioon) show that from
f
a to d, the
radio signal is norm
mal since the ccoherence timee > symbol time
period (in the early
y phase of the deceleration). From
F
e to f, the
radio signal is fading and coherennce time < sym
mbol time periodd
(in the
t late phase of the deceleratioon). Due to outt of symbol time,
the failure reason of
o the electroniic receiving deevice is given inn
the table. The daata confirm thhe result of th
he reduction of
o
wav
velength changees.

Methods
Solution for Wavelength Issue and th
he deceleration
n of
photon transm
mission: Figuree 1 was plotted in order to com
mpare
Einstein’s wateer wave with thee modern radio transmission ssignal
frequency shifft data [7, 8, 22]. Based on
n Einstein’s thheory,
invariable lighht speed in a water
w
wave tran
nsmission moddel is
plotted on the left side. The photon
p
wave sp
peeds are Va = Vb =
Vc = Vd = Ve = Vf. There are no distancce changes betw
ween
consecutive phhoton groups because
b
of invariable light sppeed.
Therefore there is no frequenncy shift, and no signal fadinng if
Doppler Effectt is not present (the
( issue will be
b discussed inn later
section). Theoories of the model support E = mc2 and
Ultra-relativistiic particles E2 = m2c4 + p2c2 [1, 2, 30]. Accorrding
to radio comm
munication dataa [7, 8, 22], th
he continuous shift
from low to high radio frequuency is symbo
olically depicteed on

Thee presence of free
f
photons inn spaces: The density of free
mov
ving photons is present. Free m
moving photons are present onn
the surface of the earth since thhe sunlight is, at least, one of
o
photton sources. Additional evideence is that a well-established
w
d
exam
mple is from medical
m
hard x-rray machines. The increase of
o
freq
quency (demonsstration in Calcculation section
n) decreases the
meaasurable intensity of x-rays [331]. The highesst photon outpuut
2

requires certainn wavelength, but
b is not the sh
hortest one [31] . The
data suggest a limited photonn output because of the exhauusted
photon supplyy in a confined electron moving
m
space, thus
supporting the presence of phooton density..

g to green collor photon gro
oups at intervaal
1 iss corresponding
23.4
4mm distance, and laser 2, to black ones at interval 39mm
m.
Onee of every 5 greeen color photoon groups overllaps with one of
o
everry 3 black ones. It is to show
w how the inteersection of twoo
diffeerent frequencies can create m
multiple differen
nt color illusionn
in in
nterferogram.

No circular waave-like propaagation in radio
o transmission
n and
No waves witth diffuse pow
wer in space (TWDP):
(
The first
evidence againn the presence of
o “wave” in photon transmissiion is
from solar eclipse picture (F
Figure 2a). Sim
milar interactionns to
hydrophobic oor hydrophilicc forces betweeen moleculess for
periodic table eelements (Figurre 2b) are not th
he cases for phootons
otherwise the distinguishablee light rays wo
ould have not been
observed in Figgure 2a.

The second eviden
nce is that the major technolo
ogy in photonic
meth
hods including
g grating equattion, the cavity
y resonance (oor
reso
onator), and so
s on is the constructive or destructive
interrference (Figurre 3b) as its thee critical data (interferogram)),
whicch is used as an
n evidence of ““wave” [9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19]].
The interferogram
m are alternatiive color chan
nges and were
thou
ught because off the frequency phase changes in Figure 3b ---“thee constructive in
nterference couuld shift to destrructive one, andd
vicee versa”. Human
n eyes are not aable to pick up photon group 1
and 3 or 2 and 4 as
a electronic deevice do in Figure 3a, thus the
final illusion for hu
uman eye at foccus point of thee intersection of
o
two laser beams is to pick photonn group 1, 2, 3, and 4. Howeveer
the mirrors in entire optic systems for con/destructive
interrference do not have the capabbility dynamicaally to shift laseer
freq
quency phase back and fortth to form allternative coloor
chan
nges in interferogram. Therefo
fore the interferogram is not ann
effective postulatio
on based on noothing. There is
i no “wave” inn
photton transmissio
on (Figure 3a) [22]. The illussion like photonn
grou
up 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 3a ccan only give sin
ngle solid colorr,
but not alternative color changes ddue to phase sh
hift. It is not the
casee of monochrom
me laser phase drift at the foccus point of the
interrsection of two laser beams [220, 21]. Therefo
ore the differennt
freq
quency of contro
ol laser beam fr
from that sample one due to the
diffeerent transmisssion path is ppresent to resu
ult in artificiaal
illussion of alternaative color chhanges as in Figure
F
3c. The
concclusion is conssistent to the oobservation of radio
r
frequencyy
shift
ft data in Figure 1, indicating thhe presence of the decelerationn
of laaser transmissio
on. Because thee frequency of the
t control laseer
beam
m is not able to
t match the shhifted one of the
t sample, anyy
calcculation based in control andd sample laserr beam are noot
effective.

Figure 2 Leggends. 2a.Solaar Eclipse The solar eclipsee by
Eddington, S
S. A. (19199) was conffirmed by oother
(https://apod.naasa.gov/apod/app160412.html) [11]. The red
arrows point too light rays. Thhe rays are not completely strraight
due to the gravvity effect of thhe moon, which is consistent with
Einstein’s preddiction. The rays
r
are distin
nguishable from
m its
environment, indicating no interactions of the rays with
surrounding phhotons. “Cloud”” in green repreesent lights or sspare
lights between rays.

In addition
a
to application of innterferogram, the wavelengthh
calcculation by the grating equatiion (light traveeling distance d
(sinθθm) = mλ, λ is
i wavelength)) in photonic method has noo
physsical demonstrration for factoor m to repreesent somethingg
equiivalent to the nu
umber of wavellength in the diistance d (sinθm).
The calculation is ineffective.
i
The third evidence against “wavve” is from statistic result of
o
Riciian postulation --- “two wavess with diffuse power
p
(TWDP)),
lead
ding to frequenccy shift in spacee” [38]. The maajor interference
betw
ween human made
m
radio signnals has not beeen observed inn
spacce. Radio signaals are not dissturbed by one another unlesss
freq
quencies are close enough to eaach other [41]. The disturbance
happ
pens at the phy
ysical layer off devices, but has
h no evidence
that occurs in space. Although tthe devices can
n emit standardd
radio signals, sign
nals are differeent from one another due too
diffeerent circuit and componnents [45, 46
6,]. The bitss’
transmissions of radio signals in sspace do have occasional
o
errorrs,
e.g. detected by ch
hecksum, but errrors with the possibility
p
eitheer

Figure 3 L
Legend: a.

The radio sign
nal data at leftt side
with phase diffference is symbolically depicteed from data [Fiigure
4 in reference 22]. The corrresponding pho
oton group to each
signal peak is llabeled in the same
s
number ass each photon ggroup
by 1, 2, 3, andd 4. It shows thaat photon group
ps from two siggnals
do not meet onne another in space, thus desttructive interferrence
is impossible aat right side. 3b
b. imagined wav
ve-like laser phhoton
transmission ccould have thhe consequencce of additionn or
cancellation efffect. The canncellation of tw
wo waves leadds to
destructive intterference andd the darknesss in interferoggram
(actually just annother differentt color as 3c in real data). 3c. L
Laser
3

speeed c in stationaary system logiically, correctly
y has the single
illussion frequency shift [1, 2]. N
None has ever seen
s
the data of
o
sing
gle frequency shift in radio siignal data in reeality. Althoughh
the ion beam sim
mulation by thee accelerator observed
o
single
speeed change in Ion-Beam Dooppler shift, ion
i
beams are
diffeerent from photton transmissionn (Rician and Rayleigh
R
fadingg)
and contradictory to the observaation of contin
nuous frequencyy
shift
ft photon signaal data [7, 8, 556]. There is no
n similarity of
o
photton transmissio
on to ion beam
m transmission
n. The multiple
freq
quency shift patttern of radio trransmission firrmly suggests too
the deceleration
d
meechanism of raddio transmission
n along its pathh.
Dataa of multiple frequency shhifts are welll-established inn
Ray
yleigh fading by
y multiple obseervers [7 ,8]. Accordingly
A
the
posttulations of Doppler
D
Effecct and SR are
a
completelyy
expeerimentally exccluded.

in space or at aantenna level arre minor and at individual bit leevels.
It does not suppport TWDP posstulation [47]. The
T slow fadingg and
frequency shiffts in Rician postulation are not due to TW
WDP.
Therefore dataa of both photton emission and
a transmissioon in
space indicate that the conttribution to ph
hoton density from
human radio siignals is negligiible, indicating additional eviddence
of no TWDP prresence.
In summary, thhe imaginary con/destructive
c
interference iss not
present. The m
multiple colors in interferogram
m can be explaained
as the result off the intersectioon of different frequencies off two
laser beams. It proves “noo destructive interference”, thus
indicating “no wave presencee”. So particless and wave duaalism
model is imposssible. The posttulations by Riccian and Rayleiggh as
TWDP are coontradictory too data of rad
dio signals ass the
description aboove, thus suggesting that the “d
diffuse power” does
also not exist inn space [22, 38, 40].

We do have experiences that thhe radio signall is stronger inn
certaain direction th
han other ones.. The data sugg
gest that humann
percception is not able
a
to distingui
uish the differen
nce in micro- or
o
milllisecond range as that detecteed by the equip
pment [7, 8]. Inn
addiition, sequentiaal collisions cann occur after initial collision of
o
prim
mary signal beaam to photon ((see Figure 4 and
a Figure 5b)).
The evidence to su
upport it is thee detection of signals in otheer
directions as well. The antenna caan receive signal from primaryy
sign
nal beam or seco
ondary, even thhird sequential collision
c
signalls.
The best signal diirection of an antenna refleccts the maximaal
sign
nal photon colliision with the antenna in uniit time and uniit
areaa (see Figure 6). The radio signnal itself has no
o way to gain itts
pow
wer in space [38]. Both slow and fast fadin
ng is due to the
sign
nal fading alo
ong its distanc
nce (38). TWD
DP to explainn
freq
quency shift in Rayleigh
R
and R
Rician postulatiion has no basiis
with
hout “wave” support. So Colliision Mechanissm in this reporrt
is th
he only right answer.

Dynamic chan
nges of radio signal transm
mission in ran
ndom
pattern and Multiple freq
quency shifts without Dop
ppler
Effect: The staatistic observatiions of Rician and
a Rayleigh faading
give a clue thhat photon grroups transmit in different ppaths
because the inntensity of signnals are dynamiically, randomlly up
and down in fading pattern (Figure 4) [38]. Rayleigh fadiing is
within a periood in microseccond range [7, 8], indicatingg that
photon transm
mission in fast fading path on
nly is momenttarily
presen [7, 8]. The samples off 6 GHz signall frequency shiffts in
Rician are mom
mentarily 5 Hz at high attenuattion or 0.0033 H
Hz in
other time [422], which is subject
s
to chan
nges with mulltiple
factors of weeather, time, and geometriccal difference and
consistent withh the statisticaal intensity ob
bservation [22, 42].
Both frequencyy shift data andd statistic observation point too the
same conclusioon --- that the transmission path
p
and patternn are
dynamically, raandomly changed with the tran
nsmission time [7, 8,
38, 42].

Thee evidence of photon-photon
p
n Collision in space, but noot
due to ray like sca
attering event, no electron trransition theoryy,
and
d no Special Relativity:
R
Figuure 5a demonstrates that laseer
beam
m can emit lig
ght by itself, bbut not from so
ource or due too
scattering, and overrturns the Rayleeigh hypothesiss [38]. The laseer
sourrce from place a and receiving
ng at d are all green
g
color. The
hum
man observation
n of green colorr laser beam fro
om green arrow
w
poin
nts is not the case
of “a line of sight
s
sign
nal between the
laser source and eyes”
(fitss into Rayleiigh’s
appllication). It does
d
the
not
require
scattering environm
ment
as
Rayleigh
posttulation, indicaating
that
photon
transmission caugh
ht by
hum
is
man
eyes
diffeerent from laser
l
in
beam
m
itself
com
mpletely diffeerent
direction in sp
pace.

Figurre 4 Legend: aa. Slow
fading process is in black,
fast one
o is in greenn color.
Becau
use the fading ppattern
is ran
ndomly up andd down
signal
[38],
the
transm
mission distannce vs
its sig
gnal intensity oof fast
and slow faading can be depicted
d
accord
ding to Rayleiggh and
Rician statiistic observatioon to explicitly show the fading
pattern.
In the report by Dong et al, the experim
ment environmeent is
designed according to the postulation
p
of Doppler shift,, but
contradictory oobservation off multiple frequ
uency shifts too the
single frequenncy shift of Doppler
D
Equation was the reesult,
indicating the aabsence of Dopppler Effect duee to speed and aangle
[7]. The simulaation by Dong et al is also meeaningless sincce Hz
range simulatedd data is differeent from real raadio signal in 2 GHz,
indicating no ssimilarity of reeal signal to “ssimulated” dataa and
their failure oof the simulatioon [7]. It is contradictory
c
too the
postulation of Special Relativvity (SR) that th
he speed relativve to
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because of the failure to find a consistent frequency shift
(constant transmission speed) in radio signal data [7, 8].
Therefore Special Relativity does not exist as what Einstein
expects.

There are two photon transmission patterns. One is laser beam
and too strong to make direct human eye contact. Another is
spare light and weak enough for human eye to see the laser
beam, indicating less dense photon group in spare light
transmission than laser beam itself. The phenomena are similar
to the observation of fast and slow fading in radio signal
transmission (Figure 4) [38]. In the presence of free photon,
significant portions of photons in laser beam sharply change
transmission direction without any other physical factors in
space, indicating that the only possible solution is the collision
of photons from laser beam with free ones in space. That is
photon-photon collision in Collision Mechanism. In addition,
the sequential collision (labeled blue letter b) can occur
equivalently as the initial one (labeled in blue letter a in Figure
5b). The evidence is observers of the laser beam able to see the
beam from different directions (no single Rayleigh fading beam
like laser). So the ray like pattern in Rayleigh fading as report
by Dong et al is impossible [7]

The deceleration of photon transmission due to the presence
of photon-photon collision: The sunlight is only well-known
factor that has major impact on photon density (Interference
does not require frequencies close to one another). There were
different radio frequency shift patterns between the sunset and
night from radar data, indicating that the photons from sunlight
disturb the transmission of radio signal, and suggesting the
deceleration due to the presence of Photon-Photon Interactions
(PPI). Since there are no waves as descriptions in particles-wave
dualism (Figure 1, 2, 3 and 4) [10], PPI indicate the
transmission deceleration due to the collisions between photons
(no evidence suggests the influence of photon transmissions by
electric charge) [22]. A similar example to radar data is that the
flashlight illuminates a longer distance during the night than that
in day. It is because the photon densities and levels of free
photons in space are lower during night than that in daytime.
The number of collisions of high-energy state photons with low
ones in different densities affects the light transmission distance.
Beside the fast fading radio signals occur in every consecutive
photon group [Fig. 2 in ref. 7], indicating that significant
number of collisions between photons occurs to allow the
detection as fast fading radio signal [7]. The data is consistent to
the spare light observation of laser beam in Figure 5a.
Accordingly the deceleration of photon transmission in space is
concluded due to significant collisions between photons in
transmission path. The argument for the presence of smaller
particles than photons to provide resistance and deceleration for
photon transmission is negative because fast and slow fading
data in radio signal transmission indicate the presence of two
different decelerations [38, 40]. Two decelerations are against
the postulation of one deceleration media due to smaller
particles than photon. It is the same argument as the different
radio frequency shift pattern before and after sunset in previous
example. Otherwise there is no reason to have fast and slow
fading and different frequency shift after sunset in the same
deceleration media. The fast and slow fading data is consistent
with different radio frequency shift after sunset to make the
conclusion of the deceleration of photon transmission due to
Collision Mechanism.

Figure 5a indicates many photons in a group in the transmission
(Figure 5b) because laser beam would have disappeared after
the collision in transmission if there had been only a photon in
each photon wave. It suggests that single photon emission in
electron transition theory of Quantum is impossible for radio
signal emission. The large scale of electron movement is only
triggered by electromagnetic potential in circuits (including
antenna) without the requirement of light source as the
postulation of electron transition theory. So the source of photon
by the hypothesis electron transition theory is excluded. In
addition, radio frequency shifts can be easily observed in
Rayleigh fading [7, 8], but not in Rician since dynamic changes
of transmission paths leads it difficult to catch pure original
radio signal ray. The radio signal in line-of-sight situation can be
received in either fast or slow fading (see Figure 4 and Figure
5a), leading to frequency deviation back and forth in slow
fading [42]. Because photon transmission on the earth is
confronted with the same media in both fast and slow fading
situation, the deceleration is proved in fast fading. So does slow
one. However it is impossible for slow fading to observe the
continuous frequency shift pattern as that in fast one [7, 8, 42].
There are no two identical points with an identical radio signal
intensity and frequency in its transmission pathway from radio
signal transmission data (Figure 4) [7, 8, 22, 38]. So it is a
wrong imaginary conclusion that “The speed of light in a
vacuum is the same for all observers, regardless of the motion of
the light source” in Special Relativity by Einstein [1, 2].
Accordingly there is no meaningful agreement of the
transmission speed or the transmission time in Quantum or
Special Relativity. The dynamic continuous frequency shifts of
radio signal are contradictory to the explanation of single
frequency shift in Special Relativity [1, 2, 7, 8]. In Figure 5a,
your eyeballs capture Rayleigh fading transmission while the
real light beam transmission is Rician fading. Rayleigh fading at
O-1 is also different from that at O-2 according to the Rayleigh
fading data of radio signals (Figure 5a) [7, 8]. In addition, it is
not applicable that “laws by which the states of physical systems
undergo change are not affected” in the Principle of Relativity

The presence of the collision between electron and photons:
The electron transition theory in quantum has no real data to
support its presence as described in Introduction. The radio
emission and reception are due to the collision of electron with
photons. The evidence comes from the antenna in signal
communication. Because the antenna in radio signal emission is
not magnetic metal materials and has no closed electric circuit,
the antenna does not have any major measurable magnetic field.
The radio signal reception from capacitor is due to internal local
electromagnetic field (EMF) changes in the antenna (Figure 6).
The radio frequency in the air is similar to that in electric circuit,
indicating that it is due to photon-driving-force-dependent
electron movements, leading to EMF changes in antenna, thus
5

Photon-Collisioon-Mediated Electron
E
Movem
ment (PCMEM
M) is
suggested (Figgure 6). The meetal shield of point
p
B in Figuure 6
demonstrates thhat the exposuure to the radio signal in the aair is
not required foor signal transm
mission, but rad
dio signals (eleectric
current changee at capacitor) indicate the prresence of locaalized
EMF changes in antenna. Thhe requirement for metal mateerials
of the antennaa to receive raadio signal an
nd retrievable rradio
signals at any point (e.g. A,, B, etc. in Figure 6) of anttenna
suggest that thhe local EMF chhanges can spread out throughh the
alteration of local free ellectron movem
ments in diffferent
directions becaause of the lacck of major measurable
m
maggnetic
field. Multiple radio frequencies can be receiived simultaneoously
in an antennaa (e.g. FM/AM
M radio); indicating presencce of
multiple local EMF changess simultaneouslly. For radio ssignal
emission, the trransmission proocess is Electro
on-Mediated-Phhoton
Movement (EM
MPM) and opposite of the receiving one. The
local EMF of aantenna drives the
t movement of
o electrons in m
metal.
Therefore phooton transmissiion paths in the space cann be
dynamically chhanged with thhe changes off local EMF ass the
observation off signal random
mly, repeatedly up and down aalong
the transmissioon course of thee slow fading track (Figure 4aa and
b). [38]. Accoordingly it is evidence
e
that photon
p
transmisssion
shapes are dynnamically changged with the traansmission timees. In
addition, radioo signal transm
missions are in groups of phootons
(Figure 5), sugggesting that eacch electron kick
ks out many phootons
each time at siignal emission.. In this reportt, the best circuuit to
receive or emitt radio signals is not the goal fo
or the purpose.

poin
nt like A, B, C, D, and E in anyy kind of antenn
na shapes. Poinnt
B iss connected witth a capacitor to the devices with/without
w
the
metaal shield in th
he shade area. In metal matterials, the free
elecctron movementt is according too its EMF. Sign
nal transmissionn
by capacitor
c
is relieed on EMF chaange in the surrrounding area of
o
poin
nt B.
In case
c
of both radio emission and reception, the electronic
osciillator (an electrronic componen
ent) provides prrecise frequencyy
of raadio signal for transmitter
t
and receiver [55]. The
T radio signaal
is am
mplified by diffferent kinds of transistors to achieve
a
differennt
emisssion powers. It is not relateed to the postu
ulation electronn
transition of an ato
oms in antenna.. The electron transition
t
theoryy
in quantum
q
is co
ontradictory to the radio tecchnology. Thuus
colliision of electro
on with photon
ons is the only
y mechanism too
expllain electron-ph
hoton related traansmission.
The vibrations of atoms are usuaally less than 1013-1014 Hz inn
invisible frequency
y regions [32, 333]. In addition, the molecule of
o
a flu
uorescence com
mpound has vibbration frequenccy at 3.3 x 10122,
whicch is different from the visible lightt emission of
o
fluo
orescence com
mpound [32]. Therefore attom vibrationns
freq
quencies do nott contribute ligh
ght or radio sig
gnal emission or
o
receeption. The frequencies of raadio Emission or reception at
a
anteenna are not subject to the tem
mperature chan
nges, suggestingg
that vibration rates of metal atomss due to temperrature changes is
i
not the factor of radio
r
frequencyy changes. It is
i impossible too
send
d out radio signals through nucclei vibrations.
Thee radio signal emission or reception is not
n due to the
vibrration of nuclei: The spaces bbetween any positively chargedd
nucllei and its surrounding area hhave electromaagnetic fields. It
I
prov
vides the basiis for the eleectron movem
ment at certainn
freq
quency (Figuree 6). That iis Atom-Electtron-Associationn
Env
vironment (AEA
AE). A temperaature change off a substance or
o
chem
mical reactions can be detectabble when AEAE
E distortions are
sign
nificant enough
h for substancces. Thermal expansion andd
conttraction of a substance (voolume changess) is the solidd
evid
dence of the diisruption of ori
riginal AEAE. Under the new
w
AEA
AE, the distance change betweeen nuclei leads to the electronn
mov
ving frequency changes or thee alteration of electron
e
movingg
freq
quency results in the distance aadjustment betw
ween the nucleei
in so
olid substances.
Thee evaluation of radio transm
mission: Sincee the light/radioo
transmission speed
d is not constannt (Figure 1), the
t major targeet
for the mathemattical calculatioon is to deveelop the speedd
relattionship betweeen before and aafter collision. The
T verificationn
of mathematic
m
speed relationshipp is done by using well-knownn
diffeerent light transmission speedds in different media.
m
The law
w
of conservation
c
off energy is thhe best choice to use for the
evalluation of colliisions of photoons and is consistent with the
obseervation of pro
opagation theory
ry (Pfs = Prad / 4πd2) [34, 35]].
Sincce the invariable light speed thheory (E = mc2 or E2 = m2c4 +
p2c2) are contradicctory to the w
well-established observation of
o
mod
dern radio com
mmunication theeory (Figure 1) [30], it is noot
apprropriate to em
mploy those equations to calculate the
mov
vements of the photons. The rradio frequency
y shift indicatees

Figure 6 Legeends. Radio Siignal received in Antenna. Itt is a
well-known naature of antennaa. There is no measurable
m
EMF
F and
no electric currrent flow duee to absence of
o closed circuiit on
antenna. So thee local EMF diirection is in arrbitrary directioon as
marked in bluee arrow. The raadio signal can
n be received att any
6

with low energy state photonss; Bottom porrtion: the two
boxes symbolicallly show the ddifference of non-linear light
and laser beam in
n transmission ppath. That is why
w laser beam
sho
oots longer disttance than non-l
-linear light.

the radio speeed change, sugggesting that th
he major factoor of
speed is contribbuting to the phhoton energy.
Results
Electron is biggger than photonn. Photons have density. Therre are
two kinds of coollisions. One iss through electrron-photon colllision,
another due to photon-photon collision. A peeriodic movemeent of
an electron cann hit many phhotons in each collision to foorm a
photon transm
mission in connsecutive densse photon grooups,
resulting in slow fading prrocess or laser beam itself (the
requirement off the line of sight
s
signal in Rician theoryy). In
contrast, photoon-photon colliisions only lead to events off two
collided photonn movements. Accordingly
A
photon transmissiion is
in widespread ggroup pattern annd a process off fast fading or sspare
light of laser beeam. Figure 5 and
a the data of slow
s
and fast faading
confirm two kkinds of collisioons in Collisio
on Mechanism [38].
Figure 5 indiccates countless collisions lead
ding to spare llight,
which is the beest demonstratioon of “each periodic collision of an
electron with many photonss” because spare light doess not
deplete photons in laser beam (Figure 5).

Figure
F
9 Legen
nd: The upperr left is the con
nsequence of
th
he collision between photonss with high and
d low energy
state. The upper right is plottted according to
t Figure 5a.
The
T
letter a represent the ccollision of photons
p
with
primary
p
signal beam;
b
b, with fa
fast fading photo
on groups, or
sequential collission (accordingg Figure 5a). Fo
or the bottom
one,
o the fast fad
ding is accordinng to Figure 5 and frequency
sh
hift data [7, 8]. The intensity oof slow fading are
a randomly
up
u and down (F
Figure 4) [38], and frequenciees shifts back
and
a forth [42]. Therefore signnal in moment 1 with high
in
ntensity is duee to the collisiion of slow faading photon
groups
g
with an
ntenna; signal in moment 2 with weak
in
ntensity is becaause only fast fa
fading photon groups collide
with
w antenna.

The frequencyy shift in
Figure 1 is duue to the
deceleration off photon
transmission. F
Figure 5
and 6 proove the
presence
off
two
transmission patterns
of laser beam
m due to
collisions of photons
from laser beam with
free moving oones and
electron with photons.
The influence oof sunlight on radio frequency
y shift and shoooting
distance of flaashlight confirrm the existence of free phhoton.
Collision Mechhanism is the reason of decceleration. Figuure 7
shows why theere are two deceeleration mechaanism separatelly for
slow and fast fading transm
mission. The deense photon grroups
encounter relattively less colliisions with freee photons than ones
with spread pattterns.

Acccordingly movin
ng particles witth certain densiities in the same
spacce can randomly collide withh one another. A free movingg
photton does not ittself have any capability to accelerate
a
since
radio signal transm
mission is alwaays fading, whiich the same as
a
flash
hlight is diminiishing in distannce. The decelerration of photonn
transmission is disscussed in Meth
thod. The photon transmissionn
cann
not alter its direction of moveements in the space,
s
but reliees
on outside force (Figure 5a). T
The collision of
o photons withh
otheers of equivalen
nt or almost eqquivalent mass can lead to the
disp
persal of fast mo
oving photons’ speed with low
w ones and alteer
the direction of photon transmissiion (fast fading
g of radio signaal
and spare light in Figure
F
5a). Colllisions of fast moving
m
photonns
with
h molecules, attoms, or electrrons result in the loss of the
enerrgy of photons in transmissioon direction (sh
hield portion inn
Figu
ure 5a). The chaanges of photonn speed will be mathematicallyy
deveeloped in Calculation. The baasic requiremeent for Figure 8
and 9 has to be consistent withh those observ
vations of radioo
com
mmunication theeories and Figurre 5

Figure 8 Legeend:
Collission
Mechanissm.
Upper portiion:
Low energy st
state
are
photons
labeled in bllack
dots and high one
in other coloors.
The black liines
between phottons
the
represent
phooton
transmission ppath.
English letterrs are used forr groups of pho
otons in the saame
way as that tthey are used in Calculation Section.
S
On uppper
left side, electtron hits photonns, and those ph
hotons then colllide

Calcculations
Rad
dio Wavelength
h Calculation: On the right side
s
of Figure 1,
1
let d1 = cd (distancce between phooton group c and d); d2 = de, Dt
= cee (total distance); average speeed V1av betweeen c and d andd
7

V2av, c and d; T1p is the periood between c and
a d; T2p, d an
and e.
Because we knnow

A ph
hoton average energy
e
at speedd = 300, 000 km
m/s [15].

Thu
us in the cases of light or radio speed direction
ns parallel to the
grav
vitational forcee, the percentaage of the photon energy too
overrcome gravity is

(The shift data are Figure 3 by
b Dorr in reference 8. Frequenncies
f shift from low
w to high one; and
a period T fro
om big to smalll one
f = 1/T). Then w
we have:

The conclusion is too
t small amouunt of energy to
o contribute anyy
effect due to the gravity in our
ur solar system
m. However the
majo
ority of radio siignals or laser bbeams are confi
fined to the earthh
or the solar system, confirrming previou
usly describedd
deceeleration mech
hanism (not duue to gravity) during photonn
transmission and su
upporting Colliision Mechanism
m. Although the
photton transmission course can bee altered to very
y limited degree
by gravity
g
in solarr eclipse (Figurre 2) [11], the deceleration of
o
photton transmissio
on by gravity iis negligible in our earth-solaar
system.

Since 1/2 (V1avv + V2av) is the average
a
speed from
f
photon grooup c
to e, d1 = T1p x 1/2 (V1av + V2av
2 Dt. So it is prroved
2 ) and d1 > 1/2
that d1 > d2 andd the wavelenggth is reduced during
d
the frequuency
shift process. T
Therefore the raadio frequency pattern on the right
side of Figure 1 is verified. Because
B
of pho
oton transmissioon in
groups (Figuree 5), it is conclusive resultt that the disttance
between two cconsecutive phhoton groups iss gradually redduced
along the transsmission pathw
way (not illusion
n one in contraast to
Special Relativvity and Doppller Effect). By
y far, it is the most
effective evaluuation of thee wavelength of the radio//light
transmission.

Colllision Mechan
nism Calculatioon: According the law of the
consservation of en
nergy and baseed on Collision
n Mechanism inn
Figu
ure 5, let s = th
he number of pphotons in a hiigh-energy state
alon
ng the transmisssion track, t = the number of
o a low-energyy
statee photons, and m = mass off a photon. Theen we have the
kineetic equation before and after pphoton collision
ns

Einstein Equation for freq
quency and wavelength:
w
S
Since
constant light speed C = 3000k km/s of thee laser speed iss not
correct by abovve demonstratioon and no effecctive physical bbasis,
the result (d1 > d2) calculated by Einstein’s equation
e
waveleength
λ = C / F (F is frequency) is not valid an
nd contradictorry to
Special Relativvity. The gratinng equation caannot give effeective
wavelength meeasurement (seee introduction
n section). Theere is
only one meaasurable factor,, frequency, out of three inn the
equation. Thereefore the wavelength for radio
o/non-linear ligght in
literature calcuulated by the eqquation λ = C / F are not authhentic
[36]. In additiion, the demonnstration of d1 > d2 in prevvious
paragraph provves that there is no constant speed and waveleength
in a light/radio transmissionn process, indicating a consiistent
result to coheerence time chhange in radio signal (Figuree 1).
Therefore Einsstein Equationn is not meaniingful to solvee the
speed-and-wavvelength problem
m.

So we
w have:

Therefore

Equ
uation 2 describ
bes the speed rrelationship of photons before
and after collision in the photon ttransmission co
ourse. The ratioo
of th
he collisions beetween the highh speed photon
n and low one is
i
the only
o
determinan
nt factor for thee speed.
From
m Equation 2, we
w can get Equaation 3 as follow
wing:

The evaluation
n of gravity efffect: The reducced distance chhange
between two cconsecutive phooton groups is not due to grravity
effect. The foollowing evaluuation can dem
monstrate it. It is
well-known thaat the first, secoond, and third cosmic
c
velocitiees are
7.9, 11.2 and 16.7 km/s resppectively. The velocities givee the
essential speedd requirements to escape the gravity of the earth
and the sun. Leet m = mass of a photon

By using equation
n 3, we can coompare the pho
otons’ speeds inn
diffeerent media in order to confirrm if Equation 2 is reasonable
for speed relation between befoore and after collisions. In a
vacu
uum space, therre are no moleccules or atoms. The high-speedd
photton collides with
w
low-speed one and disp
perses its speedd
duriing its transmiission, but totaal energy rem
mains essentiallyy
unch
hanged. Howev
ver photons thaat collide with molecules in a
molecule-containin
ng space (e.g. aair, water) are considered as a
loss of energy. Let x = the num
mber of photonss colliding withh
molecules. Equatio
on 3 in comparisson of that in vacuum becomees
as fo
ollowing equatiions:

The photon eneergy at third cossmic velocity:
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period, the digital signals fade, ssuggesting bandwidth changees
duriing the radio traansmission regaardless the pressence of motionn
[37]]. The electroniic device can m
measure 60 Hz frequency shifft
[39]]. The frequen
ncy shift is ppresent in all the radio/lighht
transmission (e.g. 802.11, radio or television)) regardless the
motion [41, 42, 43]. The frrequency shifts in Rayleighh
obseervation indicaate the gradua
ual decrease of
o the distance
betw
ween two consecutive photonn groups 7, 8], and decisivelyy
overrturns the conceept that “the speeed of light is in
nvariable”.

If x > 0, s – x < s then

The detection of the frequency shiift is usually the comparison of
o
receeived signal freequency with ooriginal carrier frequency [399,
42]. The frequenccy shift and siignal fading are
a related to a
num
mber of factorss like the signnal emission power,
p
distancee,
weaather, and so on
n [42, 22, 48, 449, 50]. The freequency shift is
i
alwaays observed between the trannsmitter and recceiver [7, 8, 422,
51, 52, 53]. The distance of radioo transmission depends on the
radio emission pow
wer. The digitaal signal fading
g occurred in 200
meteers for 802.11 while
w
the other for 60 kilometter [22, 42]. The
exam
mple of whetheer influence onn radio transmisssion is that the
photton transmissio
on can penetraate the cloud or reflect from
m
clou
ud. The intensee of sunlight iis stronger in clear days thann
clou
udy ones (expllanation by Coollision Mechaanism), but the
multipath fading of radio transmiission is seldom
m felt in intense
rain (cloud reflecttion) [42]. Thherefore Collisiion Mechanism
m
givees a perfect ex
xplanation for all different observations of
o
freq
quency shift.

since V1 is iddentical (the same
s
light sou
urce) in above two
equations, V2 > V2x. Thereforre we proved th
hat the speed off light
in a vacuum sspace is faster than that in a molecule-contaained
space. Thus thee result proves Equation 2 sin
nce it is well knnown
that the light sppeed is faster inn vacuum than that
t in water.
In case of tw
wo molecule-coontaining media (e.g. water and
sucrose solutioon), x and y, the above eq
quation becam
me as
followings:

where x and y separately reepresented the number of phootons
colliding with molecules (losst energy and not
n contribute too the
light transmisssion). Since thhe densities off molecules inn the
media x and y w
were different from
f
one another, then

Thee explanation of electron-phhoton interactiion and nature
phy
ysical phenom
mena support one another:: By Collisionn
Mecchanism, the dissruptions of eleectron-flow mediated AEAE inn
the hot
h tungsten filament (thermall expansion) off a lamp changees
elecctron-moving frrequency to a vvisible light raange (Figure 6)),
thuss the collisions of electrons w
with surroundin
ng photons leadd
light emission. Th
he Thunderstorrm is another similar case too
lamp
p. The huge th
hunder proves that the eventss happen at the
molecule level. Th
he bigger distaance between molecules
m
in aiir
than
n solid materiaals leads to huuge thunder, but
b not thermaal
expaansion. The ion
n beams (just likke electric curreent) of lightningg
in a thunderstorm cause the elecctromagnetic field changes foor
the surrounding
s
airr molecules (AE
EAE disruption
n), leading to the
elecctron vibration rate changes tto a visible light frequency inn
thosse molecules and resulting inn the lightning
g. The squigglyy
liness of lightning prove
p
that multitiple emission light sources are
from
m surrounding air molecules, but not single light source inn
straiight line as thatt of sunray. Thee ion beam itsellf does not have
visib
ble light frequency and is hazaard if human haas a contact withh
it. The
T 150 miles/h
hour wind is noot able to causee any thunder or
o
lightning because of no AEAE
E disruption. In
I the case of
o
hydrrogen tube fo
or the developpment of elecctron transitionn
posttulation in quan
ntum, the experrimental condittions are merelyy
a similar
s
case to
t thunderstorm
m situation with
w
a perfecct
expllanation for the observationn of the ligh
ht spectrum of
o
hydrrogen gas tube, but not due to electron transittion in Quantum
m
[28, 29].

Because of thee same light souurce V1 for med
dium x and y, V 2x ≠
V2y. Therefore the light transsmits at different speeds whenn the
light entered tthe medium with
w
different molecule
m
densitty or
with different molecules, e.gg. air, water so
olution and succrose
solution. It is vvisible for humaan eye if the diffference of V2x – V2y
is big enough ((see discussion section).
Discussion
The light transsmission speedss in the media with
w different kkinds
of molecules w
were different from
f
case to caase, thus explaiining
our visual perrception of maany physical ph
henomena, e.gg. the
colorless crystaal or ice in the colorless waterr, etc. The collissions
of moving phootons with moolecules were not
n only depenndent
upon the moleccules’ density, but
b also upon multiple
m
other faactors,
e.g. the molecuules’ size, moviing speed, etc. The phenomenna are
strong evidencees supporting Collision
C
Mechaanism.
The frequencyy shift of radioo signal and deceleration aree the
nature of rad
dio/light transm
mission: Collision Mechanissm is
supported froom the coherrence time changes of diigital
communicationn devices (Figuure 1). The coh
herence time (T
Tc) is
approximately inversely propportional to thee maximum shhifted
frequency f: Tc ≈ 1/ f. When the coherence time < symbol time

The metal temperaature changes un
under the sunlig
ght are a case of
o
PCM
MEM (Figure 6). It is becauuse photons fro
om sunlight hiit
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electrons and original AEAE is disrupted (see in Methods). The
photon energy of man-made radio signals is weaker than that of
the nature sunlight since the sunlight can increase metal
temperature while radio signals has not observed, indicating the
movements of electrons are strong enough to change EMF,
leading to the distance change between nuclei (thermal
expansion). Therefore any vibration of positive charged nuclei
in antenna case is not due to photon collision, which further
proves PCMEM in the antenna case (Figure 6). The stronger the
sunlight is; the higher metal temperature is. Accordingly the
strength of radio signals depends on how large the scale and
how high the velocity of photons are. Just like the wind, the
number and the speed of air molecules in the flow of the wind
determines whether the wind is strong enough to wave a flag.
Conclusion
There are two different kinds of collisions, electron-photon and
photon-photon collision, present in photon transmission of
Collision Mechanism. Collision interactions of photons with
electrons prove the radio emission and receiving mechanism.
The photon-photon collisions lead the deceleration during
radio/light transmission. The continuous frequency shift pattern
leads to the demonstration that the distance between two
consecutive photon groups (not wave-like pattern) is gradually
reduced along its transmission pathway, thus the deceleration of
radio/light transmission is present. It is against the single
frequency shift model of Doppler Effect. The intensity of radio
signals are randomly up and down and radio frequencies are
back-and-forth shift along its transmission paths in Rician
observation, suggesting that the radio transmission are
dynamically changed in irregular pattern, which is consistent
with the free electron movements in antenna. As the result, the
collisions of electron and photon lead to signal emission and
reception. The dense photon group transmission of radio signal
capsizes electron transition in quantum. The mathematical
evaluation provides the relationship between photon speed
before and after collision and is confirmed by the well-known
light speed changes in different media.
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